Proteomic analysis of UVC irradiation-induced damage of plasma proteins: Serum amyloid P component as a major target of photolysis.
Ultraviolet-C (UVC) irradiation is a pathogen inactivation method used for disinfection of pharmaceutical products derived from human blood. Previous studies have shown that UVC can potentially damage proteins through photolysis or can generate reactive species resulting in protein thiol oxidation. In this study, two fluorescence-based quantitative proteomic approaches were used to assess the effects of a novel UVC-disinfection strategy on human plasma fractions. We show minimal changes in protein content, but gross alterations in protein thiol reactivity, indicative of oxidative damage. We identify a number of the damaged proteins by mass spectrometry, including serum amyloid P component, and further demonstrate UVC-induced photolysis of its disulphide bond.